The use of polysulfated polysaccharides heparin like compounds, glycosaminoglycans and Vitamin B17 as a possible treatment for prostate cancer.
Prostate cancer is impacting many men globally. It is a disease that has no effective treatment is available in the market. The understanding of the biophysical and biochemical aspects of the disease and the mechanism that allow it to metastasize is key to finding an effect treatment. Maintenance or pretreatment drug as well as a post treatment drug can be effective to avoid or delay the disease from appearing. The polysaccharides and monosaccharides polymers combined with vitamins can be the ingredient to developing the treatment. There are many evidences that investigators examined the individual components of the therapy proposed but never a combination of all these therapies. The one item that is not discussed is how to formulate the ingredient into an effective form which is a proprietary work being conducted currently. Nevertheless, the hypothesis seems reasonable to us and worth sharing with the scientific community.